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 33 

Abstract 34 

Knowledge on diseases caused by Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) has greatly 35 

increased in last decades after their etiology was demonstrated in the past 36 

seventies. Professor Ricardo Flores substantially contributed to these advances in 37 

topics like: i) improvement of virus purification to obtain biologically active virions, 38 

ii) sequencing mild CTV isolates for genetic comparisons with sequences of 39 

moderate or severe isolates and genetic engineering, iii) analysis of genetic 40 

variation of both CTV genomic RNA ends and features of the highly variable 5’ end 41 

that allow accommodating this variation within a conserved secondary structure, iv) 42 

studies on the structure, subcellular localization and biological functions of the 43 

CTV-unique p23 protein, and v) potential use of p23 and other 3’-proximal regions 44 

of the CTV genome to develop transgenic citrus resistant to the virus. Here we 45 

review his main achievements on these topics and how they contributed to deeper 46 

understanding of CTV biology and to new potential measures for disease control. 47 

 48 

Keywords: CTV pathogenicity, CTV resistance, p23 protein, subcellular 49 

localization, virus-host interaction, p23-transgenic citrus 50 

 51 

1. Introduction 52 

Ricardo Flores, former research professor of the Instituto de Biología Molecular 53 

y Celular de Plants (IBMCP, Valencia, Spain), is best known among plant 54 

virologists for his important contributions on viroid identification and studies on their 55 

molecular biology, RNA conformation and replication, genetic variability and 56 

pathogenicity mechanisms. However, his scientific interest, starting with his Ph.D. 57 

studies and later continued up to his last days, also included Citrus tristeza virus 58 

(CTV), a major citrus pathogen considerably different from the viroid plant 59 

pathogens. His achievements on this subject were also outstanding and included 60 

improvements in virion purification, sequencing of new virus isolates, analysis of 61 
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variability of the 5’- and 3’-terminal regions of the viral genome, and above all, 62 

studies on biological and structural characterization of the CTV-encoded p23 63 

protein and on its potential use to disease control. 64 

Here we discuss the significance of these achievements in their historical 65 

context and how they contributed to future advances in understanding CTV biology 66 

and developing new disease control measures. 67 

 68 

2. First steps to establish the etiology of the tristeza disease of citrus 69 

Tristeza disease was first recognized in Brazil and Argentina in the 30s-40s of 70 

the past century, as a decline and death syndrome shown by most citrus varieties 71 

propagated on sour orange (SO) (Citrus aurantium L.) rootstock. A similar disease, 72 

called quick decline was also observed in California. Resistance of SO to the root 73 

and crown rot disease, together with its excellent agronomic characteristics, were 74 

critical for the rapid increase of the citrus industry in the first third of the twentieth 75 

century, but it also created the conditions for the disaster occurred after 76 

introduction and dispersal of CTV (Bar-Joseph et al., 1989; Moreno and Garnsey, 77 

2010). 78 

CTV likely appeared in southeastern China, the site of origin of many citrus 79 

species, and likely co-evolved there with citrus, its unique natural host, to cause a 80 

phloem-restricted infection, often symptomless. Citrus were later brought to other 81 

areas in the world, first using seeds that are unable to transmit the virus, but after 82 

improvements of maritime transports, budsticks and whole plants were moved to 83 

different countries and CTV with them. When the virus met a new type of host 84 

[sweet orange (SwO) (C. sinensis (L.) Osb.), mandarin (M) (C. deliciosa Blanco) or 85 

grapefruit (Gf) (C. paradisi Macf.) propagated on SO] that was sensitive to CTV-86 

induced decline, the first tristeza epidemics appeared (Fig. 1A). Some countries 87 

like South Africa or Australia did not suffer these epidemics because they were 88 

unable to grow SwO propagated on SO and they used other rootstocks like rough 89 

lemon (RL) (C. jambhiri Lush) or trifoliate orange (TfO) (Poncirus trifoliata (L.) Raf.) 90 

that do not show CTV decline (Bar-Joseph et al., 1989; Moreno et al., 2008; 91 

Moreno and Garnsey, 2010). However, these countries would be seriously affected 92 
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by stem pitting (SP), another CTV-induced disease affecting mainly acid lime (Lm) 93 

(C. aurantifolia (Christm.) Swing), Gf and SwO varieties (Fig. 1B). A third syndrome 94 

called seedling yellows (SY) was also found in Australia, South Africa and later in 95 

other regions, which consists of leaf yellowing, stunting and finally growth 96 

cessation of SO, Gf or lemon (L) (C. limon (L.) Burn. f.) seedlings inoculated with 97 

certain virus isolates (Fig. 1C). This syndrome is mainly used to characterize virus 98 

isolates in the greenhouse, but it is rarely observed in the field (Moreno and 99 

Garnsey, 2010). 100 

In California, quick decline was shown to be an infectious disease that could be 101 

graft-transmitted and naturally spread in the field (Fawcett and Wallace, 1946). 102 

This same year, in Brazil, tristeza was transmitted from infected to healthy plants 103 

by Toxoptera citricida (Kirkaldy) (Meneghini, 1946), indicating that this (and other) 104 

aphid species could act as natural vector. These findings and failure to detect fungi 105 

or bacteria associated with quick decline- or tristeza-affected trees suggested that 106 

a virus should be the causal agent of both diseases. Much later, Kitajima et al. 107 

(1964) observed at the electron microscope that infected, but not healthy trees, 108 

had associated filamentous particles (about 2000 nm length and 10-12 nm 109 

diameter, Fig. 1D), with helical structure and an internal channel, resembling the 110 

virions of Beet yellows virus (BYV). 111 

The first purification procedure allowing to obtain enough virions for physical and 112 

chemical characterization (Bar-Joseph et al., 1972), used density gradient 113 

centrifugation in cesium chloride, after fixation with formaldehyde. Fixation was 114 

necessary because cesium chloride caused virion degradation, but at the same 115 

time, fixed particles became biologically inactive. Based on the orcinol test, purified 116 

particles were shown to contain RNA, but no DNA, and electrophoresis analysis 117 

showed a 25-kDa capsid protein. 118 

By the time that Bar-Joseph’s paper appeared, Ricardo Flores started his PhD 119 

research with the objective of improving the CTV purification procedure at the 120 

Instituto de Agroquímica y Tecnología de Alimentos (IATA) (part of the IATA 121 

laboratories would later integrate in the IBMCP). He also used differential 122 

centrifugation, but introducing a critical modification: in the gradient centrifugation 123 
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step, he used cesium sulphate instead of cesium chloride (Flores et al., 1975). This 124 

modification obviated the need for virion fixation and allowed to obtain biologically 125 

active virions, which paved the way to prove that mechanical inoculation of the 126 

purified filamentous particles by bark slash-cut in healthy citrus plants induced the 127 

symptoms characteristic of tristeza (Garnsey et al., 1977), thus proving that CTV 128 

was the causal agent of citrus tristeza or quick decline diseases. 129 

 130 

3. Coming back to dissecting the genome and molecular biology of CTV 131 

After getting his PhD, Ricardo moved to the Joseph Semancik’s lab (University 132 

of California, Riverside) where he entered in contact with the rapidly increasing 133 

viroid world that he would never abandon in his career. However, he did not 134 

completely forget CTV, his first scientific love. Thus, when in the middle 90s he 135 

was invited by his colleagues of the Virology, Molecular Biology and Plant 136 

Transformation laboratories of the Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias 137 

(IVIA) to cooperate in an international project on CTV, he gladly accepted their 138 

invitation and continued this collaboration for the rest of his professional life. 139 

In this 20-year span (1975-1995) knowledge on CTV and tristeza disease had 140 

greatly expanded. Similarities between CTV and BYV led to the establishment of a 141 

new taxonomic group called Closteroviruses (Bar-Joseph et al., 1979a), which later 142 

would develop to become the family Closteroviridae (Fuchs et al., 2020). Improved 143 

purification procedures not only enabled to proof the etiology of tristeza disease 144 

(Garnsey et al., 1977), but also to develop CTV-specific polyclonal and monoclonal 145 

antibodies (Gonsalves et al., 1978; Vela et al., 1986) for quick and sensitive 146 

detection of the virus by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Bar-147 

Joseph et al., 1979b; Cambra et al., 1979; Garnsey et al., 1993). In turn, availability 148 

of ELISA procedures suited for massive indexing, allowed studying CTV 149 

epidemiology under different field conditions (Gottwald et al., 1996, 1998).  150 

 151 

4. Sequencing the genomic RNA of CTV 152 

A major breakthrough in the CTV knowledge was obtaining the complete 153 

genomic sequence of the isolate T36 from Florida (Karasev et al., 1995; Pappu et 154 
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al., 1994), which revealed a single-stranded (ss), positive-sense genomic RNA 155 

(gRNA) of almost 20 kilobases, organized in 12 open reading frames (ORFs) and 156 

two untranslated regions (UTRs) of 107 and 273 nucleotides (nt) at the 5’ and 3’ 157 

ends, respectively (Fig. 1E). ORFs 1a and 1b, in the 5’ half of the gRNA, encode 158 

proteins of the replicase complex, whereas ORFs 2 through 11, spanning the 3’ 159 

moiety, encode proteins p33, p6, p65, p61, p27, p25, p18, p20, p13 and p23, 160 

involved in virion assembly (p65, p61, p27 and p25), movement (p33, p6, p65, p61, 161 

p27, p25 and p23), host range (p33, p18 and p13), RNA silencing (RS) 162 

suppression (p25, p20 and p23), pathogenicity (p33, p18, p13 and p23) and 163 

interaction with other viral proteins and superinfection exclusion (p33) (Albiach-164 

Martí et al., 2010; Bak and Folimonova, 2015; Dao et al., 2020; Dawson et al., 165 

2013; Folimonova, 2013; Ghorbel et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2004; Tatineni and 166 

Dawson 2012; Tatineni et al., 2011). Northern blot hybridization with probes 167 

complementary to the different ORFs showed that ORFs 1a and b were expressed 168 

by direct translation from the gRNA, eventually using a +1 frameshift, whereas the 169 

ORFs 2 through 11 were expressed by a set of subgenomic (sg) RNAs 3’-co-170 

terminal (Hilf et al., 1995; Karasev et al., 1995). Later, an infectious cDNA clone of 171 

the full T36 genome, or an infectious minireplicon containing the 5’- and 3’-UTRs, 172 

the ORFs 1a and 1b, and variable portions of the central regions, were used to 173 

discover the elements necessary for CTV replication, gene expression and virus-174 

host interactions, and to develop a CTV-based viral vector (Dawson et al., 2013, 175 

2015; Folimonov et al., 2007; Gowda et al., 2003; Satyanarayana et al., 1999, 176 

2001, 2002). 177 

The sequence of the VT isolate from Israel confirmed very soon the genomic 178 

organization observed previously and showed an asymmetric distribution of 179 

variation along the genome, suggesting recombination events (Mawassi et al., 180 

1996). A first result of the collaboration between the IBMCP and IVIA groups, and 181 

the William Dawson’s lab at the University of Florida, Lake Alfred, was obtaining 182 

the sequences of two CTV isolates (T385 from Spain and T30 from Florida) that, 183 

contrasting with the decline-inducing isolates T36 and VT, were essentially 184 

asymptomatic in all hosts (Albiach-Martí et al., 2000; Vives et al., 1999). 185 
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Unexpectedly, these two isolates that had not been in contact for at least 30 years 186 

had almost identical sequence, which was also found in other isolates from several 187 

countries, indicating that certain CTV genotypes may show a remarkable 188 

evolutionary stasis. On the other hand, sequence comparisons between the 189 

isolates T385, T36, VT and SY568 from California (Yang et al., 1999) further 190 

suggested recombination events in isolates T36 and SY568 (Vives et al., 1999). 191 

Recombination was later confirmed as an important evolutionary force shaping 192 

CTV populations (Martín et al., 2009). Sequence availability of T30/T385 and other 193 

CTV strains was helpful to study genetic diversity of CTV isolates (Harper, 2013) 194 

and also to engineer recombinant cDNA clones by exchanging T36 genes for their 195 

homologous derived from other strains to examine the effects on CTV 196 

pathogenicity (Albiach et al., 2010) or to analyze the mechanism of superinfection 197 

exclusion and cross protection between different CTV isolates (Folimonova, 2013). 198 

 199 

5. Characterizing genetic variability in distal regions of the CTV genome 200 

Analysis of the genetic variation among CTV isolates in the 5’- and 3’-terminal 201 

regions and in the p23 gene revealed limited sequence variation in the 984 3’-202 

terminal nt, with most isolates sharing more than 90% identity, whereas the 5’-UTR 203 

of some isolates showed as little as 44% identity (López et al., 1998). This 204 

variation, however, was not random, but all sequences analyzed could be assigned 205 

to one of three groups defined (I, II and III), with intra-group identity being higher 206 

than 88% in the three types and inter-group identity ranging between 44 and 64%. 207 

In spite of the wide sequence variation between groups, their predicted secondary 208 

structures of minimum energy were very similar and included two stem-loops (A 209 

and B), with most of the nucleotide changes being accommodated in the loops, 210 

and when occurring in the double-stranded (ds) stems, the general features being 211 

preserved by compensatory mutations. This conservation of the secondary 212 

structure by co-variation strongly suggested some role in vivo for it. Indeed, 213 

mutational analysis of the 5’-UTR using an infectious cDNA clone of the CTV T36 214 

isolate and a smaller CTV replicon derived from it to infect N. benthamiana 215 

protoplasts showed that the secondary structure was more important for replication 216 
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than the primary structure. However, some compensatory mutations predicted to 217 

maintain the secondary structure and allowing normal replication levels, impaired 218 

virus passage to new protoplasts, indicating that the 5’-UTR contains sequences 219 

required for both replication and virion assembly (Gowda et al., 2003). 220 

While searching for different types of 5’-UTR sequences it was observed that 221 

some CTV isolates contained sequences belonging to more than one group, 222 

suggesting that repeated inoculations might have occurred in field trees along the 223 

years (López et al., 1998). Further analysis of 57 isolates of different origin and 224 

pathogenic characteristics, using RT-PCR amplification with group-specific primer 225 

sets, showed that in 19 of them, only the type III sequence was detected, whereas 226 

the others contained mixtures of two or the three sequence types. While the 227 

isolates containing only the type III sequence caused mild or moderate symptoms 228 

in Mexican Lm, a sensitive indicator plant for CTV, pathogenic isolates causing SP 229 

in SwO or Gf usually contained mixed sequences including the type II (Ayllón et al., 230 

2001). This association between type II 5’-UTR sequence and highly pathogenic 231 

isolates was further confirmed (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2006), suggesting that this gRNA 232 

region might have co-evolved with others directly involved in pathogenesis. 233 

The genetic variation of the p23 gene was further assessed by comparing the 234 

predominant sequence variants in the viral population of 18 CTV isolates of 235 

different geographic origin and pathogenicity characteristics, selected by single-236 

strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis (Sambade et al., 2003). 237 

Phylogenetic analysis of these sequences showed three groups of isolates: one 238 

included only mild isolates, other clustered severe isolates causing SP on Gf 239 

and/or SwO, and the third comprised loosely associated isolates producing 240 

variable symptoms. The first two groups showed low within-group genetic diversity 241 

values, much higher between-group diversity and no evidence for recombination in 242 

most isolates, whereas the third group was more variable and most isolates 243 

included recombination events.  244 

Amino acid (aa) comparisons between the p23 proteins of the 18 isolates 245 

showed an interesting region between aa positions 50 and 86 that comprises 246 

several basic residues (positions 50-67) and a putative zinc-finger motif (positions 247 
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68-86) that suggested potential RNA-binding activity (see below) (Fig. 2).  While 248 

the residues important for this activity (the basic aas and the Cys and His residues 249 

coordinating the Zn ion) were conserved in all isolates, sequence differences 250 

separating the three groups of isolates affected some positions in their close 251 

vicinity. Although association of p23 and symptom expression could result from co-252 

evolution with other genome regions responsible for pathogenicity, direct 253 

involvement of p23 in CTV pathogenicity was later documented (see below). 254 

 255 

6. Characterizing p23: a CTV-specific multifunctional protein 256 

 257 

Early studies on the structure and expression of the CTV genome suggested 258 

that the p23 protein encoded by ORF 11 had some peculiarities suggestive of an 259 

important role in CTV biology. The narrow natural host range of CTV, essentially 260 

restricted to the genus Citrus and some close relatives, and the absence of p23-261 

homologs in other closteroviruses (Dolja et al., 2006; Pappu et al., 1994) 262 

suggested that this protein might have evolved to regulate specific interactions 263 

between CTV and citrus (Flores et al., 2013). The ORF11 is adjacent to the 3’-UTR 264 

in the CTV gRNA, and its corresponding sgRNA is the second more abundant in 265 

infected tissues (Hilf et al., 1995). Also, in CTV-inoculated N. benthamiana and 266 

citrus protoplasts, the p23-sgRNA accumulated earlier than the other sgRNAs and 267 

was the most abundant in the first stages and the second later. Moreover, time-268 

course analysis of the gRNA and sgRNAs accumulation showed that most sgRNAs 269 

increased in parallel with the gRNA along 2-5 days post-inoculation (dpi), except 270 

for the smallest sgRNA, encoding the p23 protein, that increased earlier (Navas-271 

Castillo et al., 1997). Although the p23 sequence did not have significant similarity 272 

with other proteins in databases (Pappu et al., 1994), the presence of a cluster of 273 

positively charged aa residues and two conserved Cys residues, also observed in 274 

RNA-binding proteins encoded at the 3’ end of the genome of different positive-275 

stranded RNA viruses (Koonin et al., 1991), suggested that p23 could also be an 276 

RNA-binding protein involved in the regulation of CTV expression (Dolja et al., 277 

1994). As with some of these proteins, p23 was also detected in the cytoplasmic 278 
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fraction of infected cells (Pappu et el., 1997). These data induced the IBMCP-IVIA 279 

team to further characterize the p23 protein, its cellular location and its interactions 280 

with host factors to better understand its role in CTV biology.  281 

 282 

6.1. P23 is an RNA-binding protein that regulates asymmetrical 283 

accumulation of (+) and (-) RNA strands 284 

To examine if p23 actually was an RNA-binding protein it was expressed in 285 

Escherichia coli fused to the maltose binding protein and purified by affinity 286 

chromatography (López et al., 2000). Gel retardation and UV crosslinking assays 287 

demonstrated that p23 cooperatively binds ssRNA in a non-sequence-specific 288 

mode. The p23-RNA complex remains stable at high salt concentrations, 289 

suggesting that interactions other than those between basic motifs of p23 and the 290 

negatively charged RNA are involved. Competition assays showed that the affinity 291 

of p23 for ssRNA and dsRNA was similar and clearly higher than for ss- or dsDNA. 292 

Mutational analysis mapped the RNA-binding domain of p23 between aa positions 293 

50 and 86, containing the putative zinc-finger motif and several basic aas (Fig. 2). 294 

Elimination of the conserved residues presumably involved in coordinating the zinc 295 

ion did not abolish RNA-binding activity, but the apparent dissociation constant 296 

increased in comparison with the wild p23, suggesting that these conserved aas 297 

might provide increased specificity or stability in vivo. 298 

Confirmation of the importance of p23 as a regulatory protein in CTV genome 299 

expression arrived very soon when Satyanarayana et al. (2002) observed that 300 

CTV-infected protoplasts accumulated in parallel positive and negative strands of 301 

both gRNA and sgRNAs, but the plus-to-minus ratio for these RNAs was about 10 302 

to 20:1 and 40 to 50:1, respectively. However, when protoplasts were inoculated 303 

with a deletion mutant lacking all the 3’ genes, it replicated efficiently, but produced 304 

plus and minus strands at a greatly reduced ratio (about 1 to 2:1). Analysis of 305 

mutants containing each of the 3’-proximal genes revealed that expression of p23 306 

controlled asymmetrical RNA accumulation. A frameshift mutation after the fifth 307 

codon of p23 resulted in nearly symmetrical accumulation, indicating that it was the 308 

p23 protein, not a cis-acting element within the p23 sgRNA, that controlled 309 
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asymmetrical accumulation of CTV RNAs. Moreover, in-frame deletion mutants of 310 

p23 showed that the N-terminal 5 to 45 and the C-terminal 181 to 209 aa residues 311 

were not required to control asymmetrical RNA accumulation, whereas the 312 

residues 46 to 180, including the basic and zinc-finger domains, were 313 

indispensable. Also, changing the conserved cysteine residues to alanine in the 314 

zinc-finger motif abolished p23 activity, suggesting direct involvement of the zinc-315 

finger in asymmetrical RNA accumulation. The p23 control of RNA accumulation 316 

seems to be exerted by downregulating negative-RNA accumulation with little 317 

increase of positive stranded RNA, which indirectly favors expression of 3’ genes. 318 

 319 

6.2. P23 is an intracellular suppressor of RNA silencing 320 

CTV-infected citrus plants accumulate, in addition to gRNA, sgRNAs and 321 

defective RNAs, high amounts of virus-derived small RNAs (vsRNAs) (Fagoaga et 322 

al., 2006). These belong to a broader class of small RNAs (sRNAs) – including 323 

small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) of 21, 22, and 24 nt and micro RNAs (miRNAs) of 324 

21 and 22 nt – produced by RS, a regulatory mechanism that modulates 325 

expression of host genes and protect the host from invading nucleic acids, both 326 

foreign (viruses, viroids and transgenes) and endogenous (transposons). RS is 327 

triggered by dsRNAs or snap-folded ssRNAs that are cleaved by some RNase III 328 

isozymes (Dicer or Dicer-like, DCL) and processed to sRNAs. Upon sRNAs 329 

incorporation into an RNA inducing silencing complex (RISC), these sRNAs guide 330 

specific Argonaute (AGO) proteins for sequence-specific inactivation o their 331 

cognate DNAs or RNAs at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional level, 332 

respectively (Mallory and Vaucheret, 2010). To overcome this mechanism viruses 333 

have evolved to encode RNA silencing suppressors (RSS) that interfere one or 334 

more of the silencing steps (Csorba et al.,2009; Ding, 2010). Since the antiviral 335 

branch of RS may overlap with the branch regulating plant homeostasis via miRNA 336 

and siRNAs, the RSS counter-defense system may act on both branches and 337 

produce some of the developmental alterations observed in virus-infected plants 338 

(Jay et al., 2011). 339 
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Analyses of the CTV 3’-proximal genes as potential expressors of RSS, using 340 

the transgenic line 16c of N. benthamiana that constitutively expresses the green 341 

fluorescent protein (GFP), and the transgenic tobacco line 6b5 that carries the 342 

beta-glucuronidase (GUS) gene permanently silenced, revealed that p23 343 

suppresses just intracellular silencing and p25 just intercellular silencing, whereas 344 

p20 shows both types of silencing (Lu et al., 2004). Thus, CTV has evolved a 345 

sophisticated viral counter-defense acting on several steps of the antiviral silencing 346 

route.  347 

To get a deeper insight on the silencing response induced by CTV in citrus 348 

plants, the sRNA patterns of CTV-infected and mock-inoculated plants were 349 

examined by gel-blot hybridization, deep sequencing (Solexa-Illumina) and 350 

bioinformatic data analyses in young bark of two highly susceptible (Mexican Lm 351 

and SwO) and one partially resistant (SO) hosts (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2011). The 352 

results obtained show that CTV-derived sRNAs: i) are abundant (more than 50% of 353 

the total sRNAs) in the two susceptible hosts that accumulate high virus titer, but 354 

not in SO (only 3.5% of the total sRNAs), which shows lower CTV titer, ii) have a 355 

predominant size of 21-22 nt, with over-accumulation of those of (+) polarity, and 356 

iii) derive from the whole CTV genome, allowing its complete assembly from viral 357 

sRNA contigs, but display an asymmetrical distribution with a prominent hotspot 358 

spanning the 3’-terminal 2500 nt (Fig. 3). These results indicate a strong antiviral 359 

response in the most susceptible hosts (Lm and SwO) and a more limited reaction 360 

in the partially resistant SO, with the citrus homologues of DCL2 and DCL4 361 

ribonucleases mediating the generation of the 22 and 21 nt sRNAs. The 362 

asymmetrical distribution of virus-derived sRNAs along the CTV genome suggests 363 

that these ribonucleases act on the ds forms of both the gRNA and sgRNAs. The 364 

plant-derived sRNA profile was similar in the three mock-inoculated controls, with 365 

the 24-nt sRNAs being predominant, however, while this profile was little affected 366 

by CTV infection in SO, the susceptible hosts (Lm and SwO) showed a significant 367 

reduction of the 24-nt sRNAs. 368 

 369 
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6.3. P23 increases CTV accumulation in SO and abolish virus restriction to 370 

the phloem 371 

An infectious cDNA clone of the T36 CTV isolate from Florida was engineered to 372 

build up a virus vector expressing GFP in the infected cells that allowed monitoring 373 

virus distribution in infected plants (Folimonov et al., 2007). Inoculation of alemow 374 

(C. macrophylla Wester), a highly CTV-susceptible host, and SO, which is partially 375 

resistant, with CTVT36-GFP showed abundant infection foci comprising multiple 376 

cells in the alemow phloem, whereas the SO phloem had few foci, all formed by 377 

single cells. This suggested lack of cell-to-cell movement in SO, with the virus 378 

relying only in the long-distance movement to invade the plant (Folimonova et al., 379 

2008), a hypothesis supported by previous observation that protoplasts from SO or 380 

from the CTV-resistant TfO accumulate as much CTV virions as protoplasts from 381 

susceptible hosts (Albiach-Martí et al., 2004, and personal communication). 382 

To gain a deeper insight into this peculiar CTV-host interaction, transgenic 383 

plants of SO and of SwO (also a highly susceptible host) expressing p23, or 384 

transformed with an empty vector as control, were graft-inoculated with the CTV 385 

isolate T385 or with the GFP-expressing T36 vector (Fagoaga et al., 2011). While 386 

p23-expressing and control SwO plants accumulated similar virus levels, the viral 387 

load in SO plants expressing p23 was 10-105 times higher than in the 388 

corresponding control plants. Also, contrasting with the single-cell infection foci 389 

detected in the phloem of the control SO plants, a higher number of foci including 390 

2-6 infected cells were observed in p23-expressing SO plants, indicating cell-to-cell 391 

movement of the virus (Fig. 4). On the other hand, in p23-expressing SwO and SO 392 

plants CTV infection was not restricted to the phloem, since GFP-produced 393 

fluorescence was observed in mesophyll protoplasts and cells from infected 394 

transgenic plants, but not in cognate protoplasts and cells from the control plants. 395 

Overall, these results indicate that, when ectopically expressed, p23 promotes CTV 396 

escaping from the phloem and also facilitates systemic infection of the partially 397 

resistant SO. The distinct reaction in SwO and SO suggests a differential 398 

interaction between p23 and other viral- and host-encoded factors to transverse 399 

diverse cell boundaries. While CTV titer increase promoted by p23 in SO may be 400 
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associated in part with its RSS activity, the CTV exit from the SwO and SO phloem 401 

is likely mediated by a different p23 function related to virus movement. This 402 

hypothesis is supported by finding that one of the cell targets for p23 accumulation 403 

is precisely plasmodesmata (see below). 404 

 405 

6.4. P23 also has suppressor activity of the basal defense system 406 

mediated by salicylic acid (SA) 407 

Although ectopic expression of p23 increased CTV titer in SO, the following data 408 

indicated that RS was not the only factor involved in partial resistance of this host: 409 

i) while in CTV-susceptible hosts like SwO or Mexican Lm the highest virus 410 

accumulation was observed in the first flush after inoculation, in SO the virus titer 411 

increased in successive flushes along 2 years, depending on the CTV isolate 412 

(Comellas, 2009), ii) in susceptible hosts, CTV-derived siRNAs were detected in 413 

the first flush after inoculation, whereas in SO detection was achieved only one 414 

year later, likely due to the need for a threshold virus titer to trigger RS (Comellas, 415 

2009), and iii) while in susceptible hosts CTV-derived siRNAs amounted to 53.3% 416 

of the total sRNAs detected by deep sequencing, in SO this fraction was only 3.5% 417 

(Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2011). These data suggest that, at least in the initial stage after 418 

inoculation, resistance of SO does not totally depend on the RS response, but 419 

perhaps the SA-mediated defense system plays an important role.  420 

To gain insight on factors involved in SO resistance to CTV, the role of several 421 

genes involved in the SA-signaling and RS defense pathways was examined by 422 

blocking their expression using virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) with a virus 423 

vector for citrus based on Citrus leaf blotch virus (CLBV) (Agüero et al., 2012). For 424 

this purpose, segments of the selected endogenous plant genes (RNA-dependent 425 

RNA polymerase 1, RDR1, non-expressor of pathogenesis-related genes 1, 3 and 426 

4, NPR1, NPR3/NPR4, and DCL2/DCL4) were inserted in the vector, between the 427 

3’ end of the coding region and the 3’UTR. RDR1 is involved in virus resistance 428 

mediated by both the SA-signaling and the RS pathways and its expression in 429 

citrus appears up-regulated after CTV infection (Gandía et al., 2007). The NPR1 430 

protein regulates the SA-signaling pathway (Wu et al., 2012): its accumulation is 431 
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needed for expression of the basal defense genes, but later, its turnover is 432 

necessary for systemic acquired resistance (SAR). The NPR3 and NPR4 proteins 433 

mediate NPR1 degradation and are associated with the hypersensitive reaction (Fu 434 

et al., 2012). Finally, as indicated above, DCL2 and DCL4 are the enzymes 435 

responsible for generation of virus-derived siRNAs in the RS pathway (García-Ruiz 436 

et al., 2010). The recombinant CLBV vector was agroinoculated in N. benthamiana 437 

plants to produce virions, these virions were mechanically transmitted to RL 438 

seedlings, and these plants were later used as inoculum source to graft-inoculate 439 

SO or new RL plants for VIGS. Silenced and control plants infected with the wild 440 

type CLBV were graft-inoculated with CTV and monitored for CTV accumulation 441 

(Gómez-Muñoz et al., 2017).  442 

Silencing the genes RDR1, NPR1 or DCL2/DCL4 increased CTV spread and 443 

accumulation in SO plants in comparison with the non-silenced controls, 444 

suggesting that both the SA-signaling and the RS pathways are involved in SO 445 

resistance. Contrarily, silencing the genes NPR3/NPR4 slightly decreased CTV 446 

titer in SO, likely as a result of higher NPR1 accumulation that would enhance the 447 

basal plant resistance. 448 

On the other hand, comparative analysis of SO plants inoculated with the 449 

symptomless isolate T385, the moderate isolate T36 (inducing mild SY) and the 450 

severe isolate T318, (causing severe stunting and SY in SO) showed that i) while 451 

T318 or T36 accumulated more in the shoots than in the roots, the opposite was 452 

true for T385, and ii) symptom intensity did not correlate with virus accumulation 453 

(Comellas, 2009). Because plant viruses encode RSS proteins that suppress RS- 454 

or SA-responsive signaling to avoid the plant defense system (Laird et al., 2013), 455 

the different viral load and tropism observed between CTV isolates in SO plants 456 

could be due to different ability of their RSS proteins (p25, p20 and p23) to 457 

suppress the SA-signaling pathway. This ability was compared by two 458 

Agrobacterium-mediated transient assays: one based on the capacity of SA 459 

suppressors to delay cell death triggered by a gene-for-gene interaction, and the 460 

other, based on measuring reduced expression of the pathogenicity related protein 461 

1a (PR1a) after SA silencing (Laird et al., 2013).  462 
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In the first, the protein p19 from Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV), inciting an 463 

SA-dependent hypersensitive reaction (HR) on leaves of N. tabacum Xanthi (Angel 464 

and Schoelz, 2013), was co-expressed in this plant with p25, p20 or p23 from each 465 

CTV isolate, using as positive control the p6 protein from Cauliflower mosaic virus 466 

(CaMV), and the empty vector as negative control. The p20 or p23 proteins from 467 

either isolate delayed cell death in comparison with the negative control, with p20 468 

being a more efficient HR suppressor than p23. Also, p20 and p23 from isolate 469 

T318 were slightly more suppressive than their homologs from T36 or T385, with 470 

the latter being the less suppressive (Gómez-Muñoz et al., 2017).  471 

In the second procedure, agroinoculation of N. benthamiana plants with a binary 472 

plasmid triggered expression of the gene PR1a, a response that can be 473 

suppressed by transient expression of RSSs (Laird et al., 2013). Thus, the amount 474 

of PR1a mRNA, estimated by RT-qPCR, was compared in plants agroinoculated 475 

with empty pCAMBIA or pCAMBIA expressing p25, p20 or p23 from each of the 476 

three CTV isolates. PR1a mRNA accumulation was drastically reduced in plants 477 

expressing p20 or p23 from the three CTV isolates, but activity of p20 and p23 478 

from the T318 and T36 was stronger than that observed with their homologs from 479 

T385. These results indicate that p20 and p23 have suppressor activity of the SA-480 

signaling pathway, and that this activity is more intense for proteins from the more 481 

virulent isolates (Gómez-Muñoz et al., 2017). 482 

In summary, the initial resistance of SO to CTV accumulation likely results from 483 

the SA-mediated defense deployed by this host, rather than from RS, albeit other 484 

antiviral pathways cannot be excluded. Also, variable accumulation and tropism of 485 

CTV isolates in SO could be associated to the different capacity of their p20 and 486 

p23 proteins to suppress the SA-signaling pathway in this host. 487 

 488 

6.5. P23 is targeted to the nucleolus and plasmodesmata 489 

Because subcellular localization of a protein may give clues on its biological 490 

function, the p23-GFP fusion was agro-expressed in N. benthamiana and the 491 

infiltration halos were examined for GFP fluorescence by confocal laser-scanning 492 

microscopy. The fluorescence spots indicated that p23 preferentially accumulated 493 
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in the nucleolus and Cajal bodies, and in punctuated structures in the cell wall 494 

resembling plasmodesmata, a result that was further confirmed in co-expression 495 

experiments with proteins specifically marking the nucleolus (fibrillarin) and the 496 

plasmodesmata (the movement protein of an ilarvirus). These findings suggested 497 

that p23 should contain a nucleolar localization signal (NoLS) and a 498 

plasmodesmata localization signal (PLS). NoLS are usually formed by short motifs 499 

rich in basic aas, a type of structure previously observed in p23. To assess if these 500 

p23 structures were part of its NoLS, seven truncated and 10 point-mutated 501 

versions of p23 fused to GFP were assayed for fluorescence localization. Deletion 502 

mutants showed that regions 50-86 and 100-157 (excluding the fragment 106-114), 503 

both with basic motifs and the first with a zinc-finger motif, contain what appears to 504 

be a bipartite NoLS. The alanine substitution mutants further delimited this motif to 505 

three cysteines of the zinc-finger and some basic aas. On the other hand, all 506 

deletion mutants, but the one lacking aas 158-209, lost their PLS (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 507 

2013). 508 

As indicated above, p23 acts as an intracellular RSS when co-agroexpressed 509 

with GFP under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter in the transgenic line 16c of 510 

N. benthamiana, constitutively expressing GFP (Lu et al., 2004). In leaves co-511 

infiltrated with the plasmids 35S-p23 and 35S-GFP fluorescence was intense for 512 

about one week, whereas in those infiltrated only with 35S-GFP, or co-infiltrated 513 

with either the control empty vector or with any of the 17 plasmids carrying the p23 514 

deletion or substitution mutants (except the alanine substitution mutant affecting 515 

the histidine of the predicted zinc-finger) almost no fluorescence was observed. 516 

Moreover, highly fluorescent leaves accumulated high level of gfp mRNA and low 517 

level of gfp-derived siRNA, as detected by gel blot hybridization with a gfp-specific 518 

riboprobe, whereas the opposite was true for RNA extracts from non-fluorescent 519 

leaves. Overall, these results indicate that the p23 RSS activity may be related to 520 

its nucleolar localization, and that this activity involves most p23 regions (Ruiz-Ruiz 521 

et al., 2013). 522 

 523 

6.6. P23 is involved in CTV symptom expression of citrus plants 524 
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Before its role as RSS was discovered p23 was associated with pathogenicity 525 

characteristics of CTV isolates (Pappu et al., 1997; Sambade et al., 2003). Also, 526 

ectopic expression of p23 from the T36 isolate in Mexican Lm under the control of 527 

the 35S promoter incited phenotypic aberrations (intense vein clearing, epinasty 528 

and yellow pinpoints in leaves, SP, young shoot necrosis and collapse), more 529 

intense than those caused by CTV infection in non-transgenic plants, whereas 530 

control plants transgenically expressing a truncated version of p23 remained 531 

symptomless (Fig. 5 A,B,E). Thus, onset of CTV-like symptoms was associated 532 

with expression of the p23 protein. Indeed, symptom intensity paralleled the level 533 

of protein accumulation (Ghorbel et al., 2001). When this experiment was repeated 534 

using p23 from T317 (Fig. 5 C,D), a mild CTV isolate that usually is asymptomatic 535 

or incites only mild vein clearing in Mexican Lm, again the control plants 536 

transformed with a truncated version of p23 looked normal, whereas those 537 

expressing the p23 protein displayed symptoms very similar to those incited by p23 538 

from the moderate isolate T36. In comparison with non-transgenic plants infected 539 

with CTV, transgenic Lm accumulates higher levels of p23 and this is not restricted 540 

to phloem cells (Fagoaga et al., 2005), two factors that might explain the presence 541 

of non-specific aberrations not observed in natural CTV infections. 542 

Transformation of the CTV-susceptible SwO, the resistant TfO and the partially 543 

resistant SO with the p23 gene from T36 also incited phenotypic aberrations, some 544 

of them resembling CTV symptoms, even though graft-inoculation of non-545 

transgenic plants with CTV T36 is symptomless in SwO, incites only the SY 546 

syndrome in SO, and do not produce a detectable infection in TfO. Contrarily, 547 

transgenic plants of N. benthamiana and N. tabacum accumulated p23 without 548 

detectable phenotypic aberrations, suggesting that interference of p23 in plant 549 

development could be citrus-specific (Fagoaga et al., 2005). Later, it was 550 

discovered that CTV T36 not only replicated in N. benthamiana protoplasts, but it 551 

could also systemically infect complete plants of this species agroinoculated with 552 

an infectious cDNA clone of this isolate and appropriate RSSs. Systemically 553 

infected plants accumulated a high virus load, displayed symptoms (mainly 554 

stunting, epinasty, crumpled new leaves, vein clearing, and necrosis of medium 555 
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and upper leaves) and usually collapsed and died after 2 to 4 months post-556 

inoculation (Fig. 5 F) (Ambrós et al., 2011). 557 

The above results raised several questions on the pathogenic activity of p23 in 558 

N. benthamiana and in citrus. Firstly, contrasting with citrus species, ectopic 559 

expression of p23 in N. benthamiana and N. tabacum was asymptomatic despite i) 560 

p23 accumulating at similar levels in citrus and in Nicotiana (Fagoaga et al., 2005), 561 

ii) p23 acting as RSS in both Nicotiana species (Lu et al., 2004), and iii) CTV T36 562 

inducing symptoms in systemically infected N. benthamiana leaves (Ambrós et al., 563 

2011). This differential response might be due to insufficient p23 accumulation to 564 

induce developmental aberrations in transgenic N. benthamiana plants. If so, could 565 

expression from a viral vector overcome the p23 threshold to incite these 566 

aberrations? Also, could the p23 region responsible for pathogenicity be delimited 567 

by this new expression system? Is the same p23 region responsible for symptoms 568 

in citrus and in N. benthamiana? On the other hand, because CTV infecting citrus 569 

is restricted to the phloem, some of the phenotypic aberrations observed after 570 

constitutive p23 expression in transgenic Lm might be just pleiotropic effects from 571 

expressing this protein in non-phloem cells. If so, expressing p23 under the control 572 

of a phloem-specific promoter from Commelina yellow mottle virus (CoYMV) 573 

(Medberry et al., 1992) could provide a more accurate picture of its pathogenic 574 

activity. Could this new expression system better mimic symptoms of natural CTV 575 

infections? If so, would it reproduce the distinct syndromes caused by infection with 576 

the T36 and T317 isolates? 577 

 578 

6.6.1. The 157 N-terminal aas of p23 are involved in symptom expression 579 

of both N. benthamiana and citrus plants 580 

To answer the first group of questions, p23 from CTV T36 was expressed in N. 581 

benthamiana as a sgRNA of Potato virus X (PVX) (Voinnet et al., 1999). Although 582 

appearance of the leaves mechanically inoculated with the wild type PVX or its 583 

recombinant version (PVX-p23) remained unaltered, the upper non-inoculated 584 

leaves of both treatments showed vein clearing and a mild chlorotic mosaic at 7 585 

dpi. However, at 10 dpi, symptoms of the plants inoculated with PVX remained 586 
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unchanged, whereas plants inoculated with PVX-p23 showed stunting and necrotic 587 

mottling in systemically infected leaves and stems and at 15 dpi the plants died, 588 

indicating that p23, like other RSS, is a pathogenicity determinant in N. 589 

benthamiana. Furthermore, expression of the fusion p23-GFP from PVX confirmed 590 

its nucleolar localization. When the 17 mutants previously agroinoculated in plants 591 

to search for determinants of p23 subcellular localization (see above) were 592 

expressed from the PVX vector, only the deletion mutant lacking the 158-209 aas 593 

and the alanine substitution mutant of the histidine 75 incited symptoms similar to 594 

those observed with the wild type p23. These results indicate that the pathogenic 595 

determinant of p23 in N. benthamiana is located in the 157 N-terminal aas, with the 596 

zinc-finger motif and the flanking basic aas being part of this determinant. Also, the 597 

RSS activity and the capacity to induce symptoms must be independent functions 598 

of p23, since deletion of the 158-209 aas abolished the RSS activity, but retained 599 

pathogenicity (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2013). 600 

The effects of viral proteins in the natural host plants (particularly in woody 601 

plants) and in experimental hosts like N. benthamiana may not be necessarily 602 

identical. Because p23 induces CTV-like symptoms when ectopically expressed in 603 

Mexican Lm and other citrus species (Fagoaga et al., 2005; Ghorbel et al., 2001), 604 

the next question to answer was whether similar p23 regions were involved in 605 

pathogenicity in both citrus and N. benthamiana. To this end, the p23 protein from 606 

T36 and three truncated versions thereof, lacking aas 100-209, 158-209 and 50-607 

86, under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter were used to transform Mexican 608 

Lm plants. While expression of the first mutant in transgenic Lm did not induce 609 

phenotypic aberrations, expression of the second, comprising the 157 N-terminal 610 

aas, incited CTV-like leaf symptoms and SP similar to, albeit milder than, those 611 

elicited by the complete p23 protein. Moreover, deletion of aas 50-86 also 612 

abolished induction of developmental aberrations, thus demarcating the p23 region 613 

responsible for pathogenesis to a 157 aas fragment including the zinc-finger motif 614 

and flanking basic aas. Overall, these results support the idea that similar p23 615 

regions are responsible for pathogenesis in citrus and N. benthamiana, and 616 

therefore, that results obtained in this manageable experimental host may serve, at 617 
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least in part, to predict results with the less workable system of transgenic citrus. 618 

 619 

6.6.2. Phloem-restricted expression of p23 in citrus reproduces specific 620 

CTV symptoms 621 

To answer the questions related to phenotypic aberrations observed in 622 

transgenic citrus constitutively expressing p23, the p23 genes from the severe T36 623 

and the mild T317 CTV isolates were expressed in transgenic Lm plants under the 624 

control of a phloem-specific (from CoYMV) or a constitutive (35S from CaMV) 625 

promoter. Expression of p23 restricted to the phloem reproduced the CTV-specific 626 

symptoms (vein clearing and necrosis and SP), but not the non-specific aberrations 627 

(mature leaf epinasty, yellow pinpoints, apical necrosis and growth cessation) 628 

observed when p23 was ectopically expressed. Moreover, vein necrosis and SP 629 

were observed in plants expressing p23 from T36, but not from T317, thus 630 

reproducing symptoms displayed by non-transgenic plants infected with those CTV 631 

isolates. Phloem-specific expression of a deletion mutant of p23 (T36) lacking aas 632 

158-209 was able to induce the same CTV-like symptoms, further supporting that 633 

the region comprising the 157 N-terminal aas is responsible, at least in part, for the 634 

vein clearing, SP and, possibly, vein necrosis in Mexican Lm (Soler et al., 2015). 635 

The intensity of SP in alemow, also a CTV-sensitive host, seems to be modulated 636 

by the combined expression of three CTV genes (p33, p18 and p13) that are 637 

dispensable for systemic infection of this host (Tatineni et al., 2011, 2012). 638 

Finally, a role for p23 in causing the SY syndrome in SO and Gf was also 639 

proved using a different approach. Virions from an infectious cDNA clone of the 640 

SY-inducing isolate T36 (Satyanarayana et al., 1999, 2001), in which the 3’-641 

terminal region, including the gene p23 and the 3’-UTR, was changed for its 642 

homologous derived from the non-SY isolate T30, were inoculated in SO or Gf. 643 

While control plants inoculated with the wild T36 showed SY, those infected with 644 

the recombinant virions remained symptomless, indicating that the exchanged 645 

region contains the pathogenic motif inducing SY (Albiach-Martí et al., 2010). 646 

 647 

6.7. Ectopic expression of p23 and the other RSSs provides partial 648 
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protection against CTV infection mediated by RS 649 

Because p23 is a regulatory protein, it seemed a good candidate to interfere 650 

CTV replication by RS in p23-expressing transgenic citrus plants. Indeed this was 651 

the primary objective of citrus transformation with the p23 gene (Fagoaga et al., 652 

2005; Ghorbel et al., 2001). Although most transgenic lines obtained showed 653 

developmental aberrations, a few of them remained symptomless and showed 654 

traits characteristic of RS (multiple copies of the transgene, low level of the 655 

cognate mRNA and accumulation of p23-derived siRNAs, and transgene 656 

methylation). When propagations of these silenced lines were graft- or aphid-657 

inoculated with CTV T36, some of them appeared immune (they did not display 658 

symptoms neither accumulated CTV virions or viral RNA), others showed 659 

moderate resistance (they showed delayed infection and attenuated symptoms in 660 

comparison with control plants transformed with an empty vector), and still others 661 

were fully susceptible (with symptom intensity and virus accumulation similar to 662 

those of the control plants). This variable response of clonal propagations from the 663 

same transformed line indicated that factors other than genetic background 664 

(perhaps the developmental stage) must be important for RNA-mediated 665 

resistance to CTV (Fagoaga et al., 2006). 666 

Because RS is triggered by dsRNA, this plant response can be improved by 667 

transformation with sense and antisense sequences separated by an intron, a 668 

construct known as intron-hairpin design (ihp). Upon transcription of this transgene 669 

type, the resulting hairpin RNA function as a strong silencing inducer (Smith et al., 670 

2000). In an attempt to improve resistance to CTV, Mexican Lm plants were 671 

transformed with the 3’-terminal 549 nt, comprising the 3’-UTR and part of the p23 672 

gene, in sense, antisense or ihp mode, and then examined for transgene-derived 673 

siRNAs accumulation and symptoms after inoculation with CTV T36. All 674 

propagations from the sense, antisense and empty-vector (control) transgenic lines 675 

became infected, with the exception of a single sense-line plant (out of seven). 676 

Contrastingly, 9 out of 30 ihp lines showed partial resistance, with 9-56% of their 677 

propagations, depending on the line, remaining uninfected and the others being 678 

susceptible. Although resistance was always associated with the presence of 679 
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transgene-derived siRNAs, their accumulation level was variable and it did not 680 

parallel their degree of resistance. Moreover, examination of transgenic ihp lines 681 

with a single transgene integration (to make comparison easier) revealed that 682 

resistance to CTV was better correlated with low accumulation of the transgene-683 

derived transcripts than with high accumulation of transgene-derived siRNAs, 684 

perhaps because only part of these siRNAs are able to complete the RS process 685 

(López et al., 2010).  686 

These results and those from other groups (Batuman et al., 2006; Febres et al., 687 

2008; Roy et al., 2006) indicate that developing transgenic resistance to CTV in 688 

citrus seems more difficult than in other virus-host systems, likely due to the 689 

complex host-virus interactions. Specifically, a strong citrus antiviral defense 690 

against CTV infection through RS, as illustrated by the high accumulation of CTV-691 

derived sRNAs in infected plants (Fagoaga et al., 2006; Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2011), 692 

counteracted by a sophisticated CTV defense system based on three RSS 693 

proteins. Thus, blocking CTV infection might require simultaneous silencing of the 694 

three RSS genes. Because the highest protection was previously obtained in 695 

transgenic plants expressing an ihp construct of the 549 3’-terminal nt, Mexican Lm 696 

plants were transformed with a vector carrying an ihp with full untranslatable 697 

versions of the genes p25, p20 and p23 plus the 3’-UTR (from the T36 isolate) 698 

(Soler et al., 2012). Three transgenic lines displayed complete resistance to CTV 699 

after graft-inoculation with the same virus isolate, with all the propagations 700 

remaining asymptomatic and virus-free. Accumulation of transgene-derived 701 

siRNAs was necessary, but not sufficient for CTV resistance. However, when 702 

propagations of the same three lines were inoculated with the heterologous CTV 703 

isolate T318A, with 91-92% nucleotide identity with T36 for the three genes, 704 

resistance was only partial, indicating a sequence-dependent resistance 705 

mechanism. These results confirmed that simultaneous silencing of the three RSS 706 

is critical for CTV resistance, albeit participation of other concomitant RS 707 

mechanism cannot be excluded. On the other hand, from a practical standpoint, 708 

resistance breakage by genetically divergent virus isolates would be a serious 709 

limitation for using CTV-resistant transgenic plants in the field. This problem might 710 
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be overcome using this same strategy with a chimeric ihp construct showing in the 711 

three genes more than 95% nucleotide identity with all known CTV genotypes, 712 

however, validity of this approach would need thorough testing. 713 

 714 

6.8. P23 interacts with different host factors to develop the CTV infectious 715 

cycle 716 

Viral infection of a host plant requires multiple interactions between virus- and 717 

host-encoded proteins to complete the different steps of the process (replication, 718 

cell-to-cell movement and systemic invasion of the plant). Replication of RNA 719 

viruses usually occur in the cytoplasm using membranous vesicles, called viral 720 

replication complexes (VRC), which are assembled with host factors and virus-721 

encoded proteins (den Boon and Alquist, 2010). Viruses also encode movement 722 

proteins that can bind to the VRC and mediate its association with plasmodesmata 723 

and viral movement to neighbor cells or to phloem vessels (Heinlein, 2015). 724 

Because p23 is a CTV-specific multifunctional protein, potential host factors 725 

interacting with this protein were examined in N. benthamiana, a manageable 726 

symptomatic experimental host for CTV. Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screening of an 727 

expression library of this host identified glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 728 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as potential interactor with p23. Bimolecular 729 

fluorescence complementation (BiFC) revealed that p23 interacts with itself in the 730 

nucleolus, Cajal bodies and plasmodesmata, and with GAPDH, in the cytoplasm 731 

and in plasmodesmata. The p23-GAPDH interaction was abolished in p23 deletion 732 

mutants affecting the 157 N-terminal aas, including the zinc-finger motif and some 733 

basic aas, but not in a mutant lacking the C-terminal 51 aas. Virus-induced gene 734 

silencing of the GAPDH mRNA using a Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-derived vector 735 

caused accumulation of GAPDH-derived siRNAs and a concomitant reduction in 736 

GAPDH mRNA. Agroinoculation of these silenced plants with CTV resulted in 737 

significant reduction of CTV accumulation, as detected by real-time RT quantitative 738 

PCR, in comparison with non-silenced controls, indicating that the p23-GAPDH 739 

facilitates the CTV infection cycle (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2018). 740 

Using a similar approach, it was later discovered that p23 also interacts with a 741 
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host protein of the family of the FK506-binding proteins (FKBP) (Yang et al., 2021). 742 

Members of this family contain at least one binding domain for FK506 (a macrolide 743 

antibiotic) and are frequent in plants, in which they play a role in a variety of cellular 744 

processes, including stress response or chloroplast function (Gollan et al., 2012). 745 

Y2H screening of a Mexican Lm expression library, using p23 as bait, revealed 746 

interaction of p23 with a homolog of the FKBP17-2 protein from Arabidopsis 747 

thaliana, whose function is still unclear. This p23/FKBP17-2 interaction was 748 

confirmed by BiFC and subcellular localization analyses. In N. benthamiana, 749 

individual transient expression of p23 and (Nb)FKBP17-2 ligated to fluorescent 750 

indicators showed that, while p23 targeted plasmodesmata, (Nb)FKBP17-2 751 

appeared in chloroplasts. However, when both proteins were co-expressed 752 

(Nb)FKBP17-2 localization changed, with most fluorescent signals being displaced 753 

from chloroplasts to plasmodesmata and cytoplasm. Co-localization of p23 and 754 

NbFKBP17-2 in plasmodesmata, also confirmed by BiFC, suggests that p23 can 755 

change subcellular localization of (Nb)FKBP17-2. Finally, knocking down 756 

expression of NbFKBP17-2 in N. benthamiana decreased CTV accumulation, 757 

suggesting that interaction of p23 with this protein facilitates the CTV infection 758 

cycle, as previously observed with the p23/GAPDH interaction (Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 759 

2018). 760 

 761 

7. Final remarks and future prospects 762 

Our knowledge on CTV and on tristeza disease management has greatly 763 

improved in the last fifty years, particularly after the first reliable method for virion 764 

purification and characterization was developed (Bar-Joseph et al., 1972). Ricardo 765 

Flores was an important contributor to these developments. Using cesium sulfate 766 

instead of cesium chloride for gradient purification avoided the need for virion 767 

fixation, thus providing biologically active virions, which was critical to establish the 768 

etiology of tristeza disease, and later, to assay CTV viral vectors or mutants 769 

obtained by genome manipulation. Obtaining the full genome sequence of CTV 770 

isolates with different pathogenicity characteristics allowed sequence comparisons 771 

and identification of genome regions potentially associated with virulence.  772 
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Special attention deserves the advances achieved in the knowledge of the 773 

structure and biological function of the p23 protein and its potential use to control 774 

CTV. This CTV-unique protein has been involved in multiple functions including 775 

regulation of plus and minus RNA strand accumulation, suppression of RS- and 776 

SA-mediated defense pathways of the plant, pathogenesis and virus movement. 777 

Preferential location of p23 includes the nucleolus and Cajal bodies, and 778 

plasmodesmata. The structural motifs required for its biological functions are 779 

almost coincident with those associated with its subcellular location, indicating that 780 

this localization must be critical for those functions. Although interaction of p23 with 781 

some viral (p33 and p25) and host (GAPDH and FKBP17-2) proteins have been 782 

documented, this is clearly an area that needs future attention, particularly 783 

interactions with viral proteins catalyzing replication or mediating movement, or 784 

different types of AGOs involved in the host RS response. Efforts should be also 785 

directed to examine potential interactions of p23 with RNAs of viral or host origin, 786 

like the sRNAs that mediate RS (Flores et al., 2013). 787 

Finally, finding that transgenic expression of an ihp construct with untranslatable 788 

versions of p25, p20 and p23 provided full protection against CTV infection was an 789 

important breakthrough, even if this resistance is sequence-dependent. The 790 

possibility of obtaining general transgenic resistance by manipulating sequences 791 

so that the new transgene show at least 95% identity with the RSS genes of most 792 

CTV isolates deserves careful examination.  793 
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FIGURES 1113 

 1114 

Figure 1.- Main diseases caused by CTV (A-C), CTV virions (D) and genome 1115 

organization (E): A) Tristeza decline incited in sweet orange propagated on sour 1116 

orange rootstock (left) in comparison with a neighbor tree propagated on a decline-1117 

tolerant rootstock, B) Stem pitting induced by a severe CTV isolate in navel sweet 1118 

orange, C) Seedling yellows produced by a severe strain of CTV in a Duncan 1119 

grapefruit seedling (right) and non-inoculated control (left), D) Electron micrography 1120 

of a negatively-stained CTV preparation (28500x magnification) and E) Outline of 1121 

the CTV genome with the open reading frames (ORFs) indicated by rectangles and 1122 

the untranslated 5’ and 3’ terminal regions (5’UTR and 3’UTR) by a dark line. The 1123 

proteins encoded are indicated in black letters: the two proteases (PRO), 1124 

methyltransferase (MET), helicase (HEL), RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 1125 

(RdRp) and the p33, p6, p65, p61, p27, p25, p18, p13, p20 and p23 proteins. The 1126 

proteins involved in replication, virion assembly and movement, host range, 1127 

pathogenicity and RNA silencing suppression are indicated by arrows. 1128 

 1129 

Figure 2.- Amino acid sequence and structural features of the p23 protein from the 1130 

CTV isolate T385 (Spain). The putative zinc-finger motif is outlined, with the 1131 

cysteine and histidine residues coordinating the Zn ion highlighted with colored 1132 

background, and the arginine and lysine residues forming part of the domain rich in 1133 

basic amino acids remarked with bold fonts.  1134 

 1135 

Figure 3.- Distribution by polarity (A and C) and along de CTV genome (B and D) 1136 

of the CTV-derived small RNAs (sRNAs) produced after infection of a susceptible 1137 

(Mexican lime) or a partially resistant (sour orange) host. A) and C) represent the 1138 

polarity (+ or -) distribution of the reads (18-26 nt) perfectly matching the plus (blue) 1139 

or minus (red) sRNAs. B) and D) represent the density (reads per nt) of the plus 1140 

and minus sRNA reads (18-26 nt) along the CTV genome (outlined at the top) in 1141 

each host (From Ruiz-Ruiz et al., 2011). 1142 
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 1143 

Figure 4.- Confocal laser scanning microscope images of infection foci taken from 1144 

the inner side of bark pieces from sour orange (A, C and D) or sweet orange (B) 1145 

inoculated with a GFP-expressing CTV vector. A) and B) were taken from plants 1146 

transformed with an empty vector (control) and C) from a p23-transgenic sour 1147 

orange. D) is a close-up of the area marked in C to show that some foci are formed 1148 

by several cells (From Fagoaga et al., 2011) 1149 

 1150 

Figure 5.- Leaf symptoms displayed by CTV-infected Mexican lime (A and C) and 1151 

Nicotiana benthamiana (F) plants, and CTV-like symptoms displayed by transgenic 1152 

limes expressing the p23 gene of CTV under the control of the 35S promoter of 1153 

CaMV (B, D and E). A) and C) Non-transgenic limes infected with the CTV isolates 1154 

T36 (A) and T317 (C), respectively. B) and D) Transgenic limes expressing the p23 1155 

protein from T36 and T317, respectively. E) Lime transformed with a truncated 1156 

version of the T36-p23 gene. F) N. benthamiana agroinoculated with an infectious 1157 

cDNA clone of T36 (right) and a CTV-free control (left). (Pictures A-E from 1158 

Fagoaga et al., 2005). 1159 
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